Following the honorable tradition of Rousseau's [6] treatment of Weierstrass theorems in several complex variables, we give some other specimens of transfer from intuitionistic theorems to classical ones. The classical theorems which we deal with in this paper include the implicit function theorem and Cauchy's local existence theorem in ordinary differential equations. § 1. Preamble Rousseau [6] has shown that an intuitionistic division theorem in one variable, interpreted in the Heyting valued set theory V (0) with Q being the topology £)(C n~l ) of C*" 1 , gives rise to the classical Weierstrass division theorem in n variables. Following these lines, we will show that the inverse function theorem, demonstrated intuitionistically and interpreted in the Heyting valued set theory V (Q) with Q being the topology of some appropriately chosen space of parameters, is nearly the classical implicit function theorem. Similarly it will be demonstrated that Cauchy's celebrated local existence theorem for ordinary differential equations, established intuitionistically and interpreted in the Heyting valued set theory V (Q} with Q being the topology of some appropriately chosen space of parameters, gives rise to the classical theorems concerning the smooth dependence of local solutions on parameters and on initial conditions. The organization of the paper goes as follows. After reviewing Communicated by S. Takasu, December 2, 1987.
§ 1. Preamble Rousseau [6] has shown that an intuitionistic division theorem in one variable, interpreted in the Heyting valued set theory V (0) with Q being the topology £)(C n~l ) of C*" 1 , gives rise to the classical Weierstrass division theorem in n variables. Following these lines, we will show that the inverse function theorem, demonstrated intuitionistically and interpreted in the Heyting valued set theory V (Q) with Q being the topology of some appropriately chosen space of parameters, is nearly the classical implicit function theorem. Similarly it will be demonstrated that Cauchy's celebrated local existence theorem for ordinary differential equations, established intuitionistically and interpreted in the Heyting valued set theory V (Q} with Q being the topology of some appropriately chosen space of parameters, gives rise to the classical theorems concerning the smooth dependence of local solutions on parameters and on initial conditions. The organization of the paper goes as follows. After reviewing some rudiments of Heyting valued set theory and elementary Intuitionistic analysis in Section 2, we deal with the internal and external aspects of a simple fixed point theorem In Section 3 0 Section 4 is devoted to the internal and external aspects of the Intuitionistic inverse function theorem, while Section 5 treats Cauchy's local existence theorem for ordinary differential equations both Internally and externally. Most theorems and definitions are headed by (Internal), (external), (ZFC) or (ZF r ) to stress their nature 0 For technical reasons we deal almost exclusively with the complex or holomorphic case. § 2 e Preliminaries
1. Intuitionistic Set Theory
By ZFi we mean a first-order intuitionlstic theory with a unary relation symbol E and two binary relation symbols EE and = satisfying the following nonlogical axioms : In the above list V# eo° and 3^°°° are abbreviations of V# (E^;->--0 and 3^(E%A 000 )« Since V^ and 3^ will usually appear in these forms, we will often write V* and EU simply for \/x and
Heyting Valued
Let V be a standard universe of ZFG and let Q be a complete Heyting algebra. For each ordinal a we define V^ Inductively to be the set of all ordered pairs <M, Ew> such that : (i) (2) (3)
For convenience we often say simply that S is a presheaf over Q without mentioning E and T explicitly. Members 0, & of a presheaf 5 over .Q are said to be compatible whenever ar^b = b\~^a, A subset F of 5" whose members are pairwise compatible is called compatible. A presheaf .5' over Q is called a sheaf over ,0 if for any compatible subset F of S there exists a unique g^S such that : In this subsection we review some rudiments of intuitionistic analysis which are indispensable for our later discussion,, Now that such a readable exposition as Bishop and Bridges [1] is available, our exposition here can hopefully be sketchy.
Let X be a topological space with topology fl = O(-X"). The following definition and theorem will be used in the proof of Theorem 5 8 So far we have succeeded in proving this theorem only externally, so we would be glad to see someone try to establish Theorem 5. 3 without resort to Theorem 2. 5. 6. §3 0 Fixed Point Theorem
Theorem 2. 5 8 6 (internal) . Let U be an open subset of C n with its relative topology £)(£/). Then we have the following in V (Q} : Let f be a continuous function from an open subset J of H p to an open ball W of
The main purpose of the present section is to establish the following well-known classical theorem as the external reformulation of an intuitionistic simpler version. The method is the prototype of all the succeeding sections. We can derive the above theorem from the following internal one, whose external counterpart is usually regarded as an easy corollary of the above one. Therefore (**) IWI^d+A+'-'+^-^II^H^IWI/d-AXa. In particular ? ||^n||<C^5 and so we can safely define y n +i to be v(y n ) 0 It is also easy 3 by using (*) and (*#) 3 to see that the sequence (jy n ) defined inductively in the above manner is a Cauchy sequence and its limit £ = lim y n is the desired fixed point 0 Q, E 0 D 0 Now we would like to transfer this internal fixed point theorem without parameters to the external fixed point theorem with parameters. (II) |K»(0)||<*(1-*).
Proof of Theorem
Thus the conclusion of Theorem 3. 1 follows from the externalization of the conclusion of Theorem 3. 2.
Q. E. D.
We conclude this section with three comments. The external dividend of this theorem goes as follows. with 0=O(C7).
Q.E.D. § 5o Cauehy's Local Existence Theorem
We begin this section with an internal version of GronwalPs lemma.
Theorem 5, 1 (internal) . Let X be a topological space with topology Q = O(X). Then we have the following in V (Q} : Let <p(t), $(i) and w(t) are continuous R (Q} -valued functions on a closed interval \a, b~\ with </>(t)
>Q, Then, if Just as in the standard case, GronwalPs inequality gives the uniqueness theorem for ordinary differential equations. 
